Abstract. A number of characterizations are given of the class of amenable locally compact groups in terms of the ideal structure of the algebras AP(G). An almost connected group is amenable if and only if for some 1 < p < oo and some closed ideal / of AP(G), I has a bounded approximate identity. Furthermore, G is amenable if and only if every derivation of AP{G) into a Banach ^p(C7)-bimodule is continuous.
Introduction
Let G be a locally compact group. In [7] Eymard defined the Fourier algebra A(G) of G to be the linear subspace of C0(G) consisting of all functions of the form u(x) = (/* g)v(x), where f,g£ L2(G), f(x) = f(x~x) and f(x) = f(x~x). The space A(G) can be identified with a quotient space of the projective tensor product L2(G) ®y L2(G). With respect to pointwise multiplication and the quotient norm, A(G) is a commutative Banach algebra.
In [15] , Herz introduced the Lp-versions of Eymard's algebra. He defined AP(G) to be the space of functions of the form u(x) = Y^Afi * SiY where fi £ LP(G), gi £ Lq(G), Ijp + I/o = 1, K p < oo, and £~ , \\fi\\p\\gi\\q < co. Then ||«IU(0)=inf{f;il/i||,||ft \n=\ determines a norm on AP(G) with respect to which AP(G) is a Banach algebra.
When p = 2, AP(G) = A(G).
We began a study of the structure of the closed ideals of A(G) in [9 and 10] . The present investigation will extend many of the principal results of these earlier works to the AP(G) algebras. We will also prove a number of results which are new even for p = 2. In particular, we show that if G is almost connected, then G is amenable if and only if some closed ideal / in AP(G) has a bounded approximate identity for some 1 < p < oo. For the class of amenable groups we are able to improve considerably the main result of [6] which is concerned with invariant projections on ^(G)-submodules of PMP(G).
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, G will denote a locally compact group with a fixed left Haar measure Xq ■ For 1 < p < oo, AP(G) will denote the Banach algebra of continuous functions defined in §1.
Denote by PFP(G) the closure of LX(G), considered as convolution operators on LP(G), with respect to the norm topology of 3 §(LP(G)), the bounded linear operators on LP(G). The weak operator topology closure of LX(G) is denoted by PMP(G). The spaces PFP(G) and PMP(G) are referred to as the p-pseudofunctions and the /?-pseudomeasures respectively. It can be shown that PMp(G) = AP(G)*. When p = 2, PM2(G) is usually denoted by VN(G) while PF2(G) is C*(G), the reduced group C*-algebra of G (see [7] ).
BP(G) is the multiplier algebra of AP(G), consisting of the continuous complex-valued functions v on G such that vue AP(G) for every u £ AP(G). Define a norm on Bp by \\v\\bp(G) = {\\uv\\a,(G)\u £ AP(G) and \\u\\MG) < 1}.
Observe that if v £ AP(G), then v £ BP(G) and ||v||fip(G) < IMU^o • B(G)
denotes the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of G. Then B(G) = C*(G)* is the linear span of the continuous positive definite functions on G.
G is said to be amenable if there exists m £ L^G)* such that m > 0, m(lG) = 1, and m(xf) = m(f) for every x G G, f E Foo(G). lA denotes the characteristic function of A and xf(y) = f(xy). Amenable groups include all abelian groups and all compact groups. The free group on two generators F2 is nonamenable.
A locally compact group is called a [SIN]-group if every neighborhood of e contains a compact neighborhood which is invariant under all inner automorphisms. For properties of [SIN]-groups see [22] .
Set sé be a commutative Banach algebra. A(sé) will denote both the maximal ideal space of sé and the multiplicative linear functions associated with these ideals. By means of the Gelfand transform, sé can be realized as a subalgebra of Co(A(sé)). For an ideal / in sé , we define Z(I) = {x£ A(sé)\u(x) = 0 for every u E I}.
For E cA(sé), define 1(E) = {u £ sé\u(x) = 0 for every x G E}, I0(E) = {u£sé\ supp u E ^(E)}, where 9~(E) = {K c A(sé)\K is compact and Kr\E = 0}. 1(E) and I0 (E) are ideals in sé . 1(E) is closed. Moreover, if Z(I) = E, then Io(E) QIC
1(E).
A closed subset E of A(sé) is called a set of spectral synthesis, or simply an 5-set if 1(E) is the only closed ideal / for which Z(I) = E. A net {ua}a€%/ in AP(G) is a bounded approximate identity in an ideal / if ua £ I, ||MalUp(G) < M for all a E %, and lima ||wwa -u\\Ap(G) -0 f°r every u £ I. Since left and right translations are isometric isomorphisms, the ideals 1(A), I(xA), and I(Ax) are all isometric ismorphic.
An ideal / is said to be idempotent if / = I2, where I2 = {£"=1 u¡v¡\uí , Vi £ 1} -3. Amenability, bounded approximate identities and weak factorization
In this section we will extend and improve many of the results of [9] and [10] to the setting of the AP(G) algebras, 1 < p < 00 . We will also consider weak factorization of ideals in AP(G).
Lemma 3.1. Let G be an amenable locally compact group. Let u £ B(G). Then UE BP(G) for every 1 < p < 00. Furthermore, for each I < p < 00, there exists a constant Cp independent of u such that \\u\\Bp(G) < Cp\\u\\B(G). Proof. Since G is amenable, BP(G) = PFP(G)*. Let K c G be compact. Since u E B(G), Cowling [3] has shown that U\K £ A2(K) -{v\K ; v £ A(G)} and that ||M|JU(a:) = infflluH^G) ; v]k = u]lc} < \\u\\B{G). Proof. Since G is amenable, every closed subgroup is a set of spectral synthesis for each AP(G), 1 < p < oo [14] . The result follows immediately from Corol- In particular, A is an s-setfor AP(G). Proof. That A is an s-set follows immediately if we establish the existence of a bounded approximate identity satisfying (i).
It follows from Corollary 3.5 that IP(H) has a bounded approximate identity for any closed subgroup H of G.
Let A = U"=, x,(//,\A,) where A, G 31 (Hi). By Host's idempotent theorem, 1A, G B(Hi). By [4, Theorem 2], 1A, extends to a u £ «5*2(A,-, H¡\A¡). Lemma 3.1 shows that u E «5^(A,, //,\A,).
As G is amenable, AP(G) has a bounded approximate identity [24, (i) X is invariantly complemented, (ii) LX has a bounded approximate identity.
Furthermore, if G is any locally compact group for which LX has a bounded approximate identity whenever X is a weak*-closed invariantly complemented submodule of PMP(G), then G is amenable.
Proof. As G is amenable, AP(G) has a bounded approximate identity. The first part follows from [10, Proposition 6.4] .
Let X = {0} . Then X is invariantly complemented and AP(G) -LX has a bounded approximate identity if and only if G is amenable so the last statement follows. G Proof. Assume that X is complemented. Then since AP(G) is amenable, LX has a bounded approximate identity [5, Theorem 3.7] . It follows from Theorem 3.8 that X is invariantly complemented.
The case p = 2 in Corollary 3.11 is again due to Lau and Losert [21] . It is worthwhile to note that Theorem 3.10 and Corollary 3.11 will hold whenever G is such that A(G) is amenable. There is reason to believe that this is the case precisely when G is amenable.
For A C G, let bdy^4 and int^4 denote the boundary of A and the interior of A respectively. D In either of the above cases, we can find a u £ I with ||m|Up(g) < M < oo (M independent of K) which is such that inf{Reu(x); x £ K\V} > I -e. Then |<m, <p)\ < \\Lf\\cvJu\\AflG) < MWLyWcv,,
where ||L,,||C^, is the norm of cp as a convolution operator on LP>(G).
But
Re(u, <p)= Reu(x)<p(x)dx > (1 -e)||p||i -ex. Jg Therefore ||^||i <M\\L9\\cv, ■ License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use As K was arbitrary, || vil i < -MII-^tIIck, for every y/ £ C^G). Given e C0+0((j) , we have llallí = ||¥H|i < M\\LvAcvp, < M\\Lv\\cvpl.
Hence ||^||i = ||L^||cf, for every y/ £ Cqq(G) . This implies that G is amenable, o
In [11] , we established a connection between the existence of bounded approximate identities in A(G) and the existence of either "large" amenable subgroups or open amenable subgroups. It was conjectured that if there is a closed ideal in A(G) with a bounded approximate identity, then G must have an open amenable subgroup. We have further evidence to support this conjecture and more.
Theorem 3.15. Let G be a connected locally compact group. Let I be a nonzero closed ideal in AP(G), 1 < p < oo, which is such that either I has a bounded approximate identity or I is weakly selfadjoint and weakly factorizes. Then G is amenable. Proof. Let Z(I) = A . If G is nonamenable, then by Proposition 3.14 X(A) > 0. It follows from Propositions 3.12 and 3.13 that int(A) is a nonempty clopen set. Since G is connected, A = G. But then / = {0} which is impossible. Hence G is amenable. D Corollary 3.16. Let G be an almost connected locally compact group. Let I be a nonzero closed ideal in AP(G), I < p < oo, with a bounded approximate identity, then G is amenable. Proof. Let A = Z(I). Since / is nonzero, A ¿ G. Therefore, by translating if necessary, we can assume that there exist xo G Go\A, where Go is the connected component of G. Let Ig0 = {«|g0 ; u £ I}~ (the closure of {u\g0; UE 1} in AP(G)). Since Ap(G)\Go = AP(G0) [16, Theorem 1] , IGo is a closed ideal in Ap(Go). Let {ua}a€^ be a bounded approximate identity in /.
As ||M|g0IU(Go) < IMU"(G) for every u £ AP(G), {ulGo}aew is a bounded approximate identity for the closed ideal Ig0 , which is nonzero since xn G Go\A . By Theorem 3.15, Go is amenable. But G is almost connected, so G/Go is compact and hence amenable. Therefore G is also amenable [24 We can proceed as in [10, §5] (i) G is amenable.
(ii) For every 1 < p < oo, every homomorphism from AP(G) with finitedimensional range is continuous.
(iii) For every 1 <p < oo, every derivation of AP(G) into a finite-dimensional commutative Banach Ap(G)-bimodule is continuous.
(iv) For every 1 < p < oo, every derivation of AP(G) into a Banach AP(G)-bimodule is continuous. Theorem 4.6. Let G be a compact group. Let 1 < p < oo. If S : AP(G) -* X is of class £F, then S is continuous. Proof. First assume that G is separable. Then AP(G) is a separable Banach algebra with identity. Since AP(G) is a normal algebra, every prime ideal is contained in a unique maximal ideal (see [1, p. 97] ). Let J be a closed prime ideal. Then since Z(J) = {xo} for some Xo G G, / = /({xo}). Hence J is a maximal ideal. Moreover, if / = /({x}) is a maximal ideal, then I2 -I. It follows from [1, Theorem 4.2] that every operator of class y is bounded. Now assume that G is an arbitrary compact group and that T: AP(G) -> X is class & . Assume that T is discontinuous. Let {u"} be a sequence in AP(G) such that u" -> 0 while Tu" -» 0. For each n we can find a compact normal subgroup Kn of G such that G/K" is separable and u" is constant on cosets of Kn . Let K = (XfLx Kn . Then K is compact and normal. Furthermore each un is constant on cosets of K and G/K is separable.
There exists an isometric isomorphism p from Ap ( In particular, if 7) = 7), then {Tx, ... , T"} is called a higher derivation of rank n . It is a simple induction argument to show that if S1 satisfies a Leibniz rule of order n then S is bounded if every T:sé -* X of class !J~ is bounded.
Bade and Curtis also observe that if X is a separable Banach space with an ordered Schauder basis {x,} and if sé is an algebra such that every operator that satisfies a Leibniz rule of order n is continuous, then every homomorphism p from sé into 3 §(X) for which p(u) is upper triangular for all u £ sé is continuous (see [1, pp. 99 -100]). In [26] , Warner and Whitley proved that if X is a closed subspace in LX(R) = A(R) of codimension n for which every f £ X belongs to at least n distinct maximal ideals, then X is an ideal. In particular, X = I({xx, ... , x"}) for some subset {xi , ... , x"} of K. This result is related to a classic theorem of Gleason-Kahane-Zelazko for subspaces of codimension 1 in unitary Banach algebras (see [13, 20] ). Warner and Whitley ask for which locally compact abelian groups does LX(G) and hence A(G) have this property. Recent work of Chen and Cohen [2] has led to the solution of this question. Using a recent result of Rao, we may prove the following. Proposition 4.9. Let G be a locally compact group. Let 1 < p < oo. Assume that g is o-compact and separable. Then AP(G) has property (*) : (*) If X is a closed subspace of AP(G) of codimension n which is such that every u E X vanishes at least n distinct points in G, then X is an ideal in AP(G). In particular, X = I({xx, ... , x"}) for some {xx, ... , x"} c G.
Moreover, if AP(G) has property (*), then G is a-compact and separable. If G is not separable and u(xo) = 0 for some u E AP(G) and Xo £ G, then there exists a compact normal subgroup K of G, K / {«?}, such that u(xok) = 0 for every k £ K. Hence AP(G) is not strongly separating and thus (*) fails (see [25, p. 242] ). a
